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We consider the computation of the surface tension of the fluid-fluid interface for the
Widom-Rowlinson J. Chem. Phys. 52, 1670 1970 binary mixture from direct simulation of the
inhomogeneous system. We make use of the standard mechanical route, in which the surface tension
follows from the computation of the normal and tangential components of the pressure tensor of the
system. In addition to the usual approach, which involves simulations of the inhomogeneous system
in the canonical ensemble, we also consider the computation of the surface tension in an ensemble
where the pressure perpendicular normal to the planar interface is kept fixed. Both approaches are
seen to provide consistent values of the interfacial tension. The issue of the system-size dependence
of the surface tension is addressed. In addition, simulations of the fluid-fluid coexistence properties
of the mixture are performed in the semigrand canonical ensemble. Our results are compared with
existing data of the Widom-Rowlinson mixture and are also examined in the light of the vapor-liquid
equilibrium of the thermodynamically equivalent one-component penetrable sphere model. © 2007
American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2751153
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a renewed interest in the description of the sta-
tistical mechanics of simple athermal purely repulsive
models of inhomogeneous mixtures.1,2 This stems from a re-
alization that some of these models are able to capture in a
simple way the relevant features of the physics that charac-
terize mixtures of sterically stabilized colloids and nonad-
sorbing polymers. The literature abounds with reports of
studies of simple models of both additive and nonadditive
mixtures of hard spheres with different approaches. Argu-
ably, one of the simplest athermal models was proposed by
Widom and Rowlinson WR.3 The model consists of a sym-
metric binary mixture in which particles of the same type do
not interact, but particles of different type interact via a hard-
sphere repulsive interaction. The WR model can be consid-
ered as a limiting case =0 of the family of symmetric A-B
nonadditive hard-sphere mixtures4,5 defined by hard-sphere
interaction diameters AA=BB= and AB=, where  is
a parameter in the range of 01 for mixtures with posi-
tive additivity i.e., AB AA+BB /2.
As illustrated in the original paper by Widom and
Rowlinson,3 one can integrate out the degrees of freedom of
one of the components of the WR binary mixture to obtain
an effective Hamiltonian of an equivalent one-component
model of penetrable spheres characterized by multibody at-
tractive interactions. The isomorphism between the WR and
penetrable sphere models allows one to derive all of the ther-
modynamic functions of one model from those of the other
with simple transcription relations. A trivial implication of
the equivalence between the two models is that the vapor-
liquid equilibrium expected in the one-component penetrable
sphere model at low temperatures translates into fluid-fluid
demixing of the binary mixture at sufficiently high density.
Theoretical approaches to the study of the bulk and interfa-
cial behavior of the WR mixture include the use of the mean-
field approximation,3,6–9 the virial expansion,10 integral
equations,11–14 and classical density functional theory.15 The
results of computer simulations of the WR model have been
reported,11,12,16–19 with a focus on the coexistence properties
and critical behavior of the model, apart from the recent note
by Malijevský and Sokolowski20 who studied the fluid inter-
face of the mixture by Monte Carlo.
The main purpose of this paper is to undertake a thor-
ough computer simulation study of the surface tension of the
fluid-fluid interface in the WR binary mixture model. An
in-depth analysis of the data in terms of the equivalent one-
component penetrable sphere model is provided. We exam-
ine the WR mixture in the context of simulation data of the
interfacial tension for related athermal model mixtures that
are also available.21–26
There are a number of techniques that can be used to
determine the interfacial tension of fluid interfaces see Ref.
27 and references therein for a recent review on the subject.
The usual route involves a mechanical approach6 which re-
quires the calculation of the tensorial components of the
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pressure tensor. These are computed during the course of a
direct simulation of the inhomogeneous system, typically
performed under conditions of fixed number of particles N,
volume V, and temperature T. An alternative class of
technique28 makes use of the relation between the interfacial
tension and the probability distribution function of an appro-
priate order parameter for different sizes of the system. This
finite-size scaling approach is arguably more computation-
ally demanding, since it requires accurate computations of
the distribution functions under coexistence condi-
tions.22,24,26,29 In spite of its complexity and computational
cost, techniques based on finite-size scaling are clearly supe-
rior in probing the critical region than methods based on the
virial mechanical route. On the other hand, the latter tends
to be more appropriate for states far removed from the criti-
cal region, where the free energy barrier that separates the
coexisting phases is very high and techniques based on
finite-size scaling turn out to be increasingly inefficient. Both
approaches are, therefore, quite complementary.
In this paper we make use of the standard mechanical
route for the computation of the surface tension of the WR
mixture. In addition to the usual approach, which involves a
direct simulation of the two coexisting fluids in the canonical
NVT ensemble see, for instance, Refs. 30–32, we con-
sider direct simulations of the inhomogeneous system in an
ensemble where, in addition to N and T, the normal pressure,
as well as the area of the planar interface, are kept
constant.33,34 The inputed normal pressure corresponds to the
bulk equilibrium pressure of the mixture; this intensive ther-
modynamic variable can be varied independently along the
fluid-fluid coexistence line of the two-component system.
The values of the surface tension obtained from simulations
at constant volume will be seen to be consistent with those
obtained from simulations at constant normal pressure. In
Sec. II, we briefly introduce the WR model and show explic-
itly its equivalence with the one-component penetrable
sphere model. We then proceed to examine the coexistence
properties of the WR mixture, with particular emphasis on
their pressure dependence. The bulk fluid phase equilibria
obtained from simulations in the semigrand canonical
ensemble35–38 is examined in Sec. III, where the vapor-liquid
equilibria of the equivalent penetrable sphere model is also
considered. The coexistence properties are used to estimate
the thermodynamic properties of the WR and penetrable
sphere models, and the results are compared with existing
data. We then proceed in Sec. IV with the computation of the
surface tension of the WR binary mixture. An expression
appropriate for the calculation of the surface tension of the
mixture at constant normal pressure is presented. Our main
results are then presented along with an analysis of the size
dependence of the surface tension.
II. THE WIDOW-ROWLINSON MODEL
In their seminal paper, Widom and Rowlinson3 intro-
duced the one-component penetrable sphere model as an off-
lattice model for the study of the liquid-vapor equilibrium. In
the model one assumes that each molecule is surrounded by
a sphere of radius  and volume v0= 4 /33. The interac-
tions are specified by the configurational energy UrN of N
molecules in a volume V at positions rN, and are given ex-
plicitly by
UrN = WrN − Nv0/v0, 1
where WrN is the total volume occupied by the N interpen-
etrating spheres, and  is a positive parameter that sets the
energy scale of the interactions. Any microscopic configura-
tion will satisfy WrNNv0, so that the interactions defined
by Eq. 1 are purely attractive; in addition, they are short
ranged and are not pairwise additive.
As shown by Widom and Rowlinson,3 the one-
component penetrable sphere model is isomorphous with a
symmetric binary mixture WR model in which the interac-
tions are purely repulsive and explicitly defined by AA
=BB=0 there are no interactions between molecules of the
same species, and AB= molecules of different species
interact as if they were hard spheres of diameter . The
interactions in the WR model mixture are pairwise additive
and symmetric with respect to the exchange of the label of
species.
In the following, we examine the explicit equivalence
between these two models. Consider the partition function of

























where V is the volume, T is the temperature, and  is the
chemical potential. In the above expression, = kBT−1, and
a reference chemical potential is defined as ̄=
−kBT ln	3 /v0, where 	 is the de Broglie wavelength, and
kB is the Boltzmann constant. Substituting U from Eq. 1









The partition function of the two-component WR mixture in



























where in the second expression the partition function is writ-
ten in terms of reference chemical potentials such as





3 /v0 with 
=A ,B. The integration and
summation with respect to one of the species in the above
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expression can be performed as follows. Consider a given
fixed configuration rNB of the possibly interpenetrating
spheres of type B. For any one of the NA particles, with
coordinates rA, the integral 	drA exp
−UrNA ,rNB repre-
sents the free volume accessible to this particle due to the
presence of the spheres of type B. This is simply given by
V−WrNB, where the function W has exactly the same
meaning as the function W introduced earlier in the context
of the penetrable sphere model. As the particles of the same
type do not interact with each other the integral over all
particles of type A will yield an equivalent free volume, so
that one can write
 drNAe−UrNA,rNB = V − WrNBNA. 5
On substituting this result back into Eq. 4, the grand ca-












 z̄AV − WrNB
v0
NA, 6
where we have defined the activity of component A as
z̄A=exp̄A. The sum with respect to component A can be




















A comparison between Eqs. 3 and 7 allows one to estab-
lish the following transcription relations between both mod-
els:
N = NB, 8
̄ +  = ̄B, 9
 = z̄A, 10
where the magnitudes on the left-hand side refer to the one-
component system, while those on the right-hand side corre-
spond to the binary mixture. From Eqs. 3 and 7, and
using Eqs. 8–10, it follows that the partition functions of
the thermodynamically isomorphous systems satisfy the re-
lation




Considering that the pressure in the grand canonical en-
semble is given by P=  ln Q /VVT one component and
Pm=  ln Qm /VABVT mixture, expression 11 leads to
the following relation between the pressures in both systems:




For an inhomogeneous one-component system with an
interface of area A, the corresponding surface tension  fol-
lows from =  /AVT, where =−kBT ln Q is the grand
potential.6 Similarly, the interfacial tension in a binary mix-
ture follows from m= m /AABVT. From the transcrip-
tion relation 11, it is straightforward to show that the sur-
face tension of the vapor-liquid interface in the penetrable
sphere model  and the surface tension of the fluid-fluid
interface in the WR mixture m satisfies =m. In the appro-
priate reduced units, the interfacial tension of the penetrable
sphere model can be readily obtained from the value of the
reduced interfacial tension of the WR mixture as
* = T*m
* , 13
where *=2 /, m
* =m
2, and T*=kBT / is the tem-
perature at which vapor-liquid separation takes place in the
one-component model. According to Eq. 10, the reduced
temperature T* is related to the activity of component A
through T*=1/ z̄A.
III. COEXISTENCE PROPERTIES
In this section we present simulation results for the fluid-
fluid coexistence properties of the WR mixture and the cor-
responding vapor-liquid properties of the penetrable sphere
model. Monte Carlo simulations are performed in the semi-
grand canonical ensemble,35 where the total number of par-
ticles of the mixture N=NA+NB, and the difference  of
the chemical potential of species A and B are kept fixed. The
composition of the mixture is allowed to fluctuate by per-
forming identity changes at constant volume or pressure
and at constant . Owing to the symmetry of the WR mix-
ture, the chemical potentials of species A and B are equal in
each phase under coexistence conditions, so that setting
=0 yields the demixing line provided that the resulting
average compositions are different.36–38 The pressure of the
mixture is calculated from the virial route, which for the WR
mixture allows one to express the pressure in terms of the
number of A-B pairs NAB that overlap under a virtual test
compression of the system.40–44 In the case of the semigrand






where =N /V is the total number density, V is the magni-
tude of the virtual volume change, and where the angular
brackets indicate an ensemble average. In practice, the pres-
sure is calculated by computing NAB for a set of values of V
and an extrapolation to V→0 is then undertaken. The
chemical potential of one of the species here taken to be of
type A is calculated with the Widom insertion method45 us-
ing 104 trial insertions of particles of type A per cycle.
Once the mixture is equilibrated at the input conditions,
averages are collected over 5105 cycles, where each cycle
consists of N trial molecular displacements, and 200 to 1000
attempts to perform identity changes A→B or B→A with
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equal probability the precise number depending on the input
thermodynamic conditions. In order to avoid serial correla-
tions, averages and estimates of the errors are calculated by
dividing the simulation run into M =50 blocks. An estimate
of the statistical precision of the sample averages is given by
the standard deviation in the block averages calculated from
 /M, where  is the variance of the block averages and M
is the total number of blocks.46 The simulations correspond
to the A-rich phase and are performed for systems containing
a total of N=864 and 2000 molecules.
The demixing region of the WR mixture in the total
density-composition and pressure-composition x=xB repre-
sentations for the two system sizes considered is shown in
Fig. 1. Owing to the symmetry of the WR mixture, the criti-
cal composition is xc=0.5, the coexistence curve being sym-
metric about this axis only the portion corresponding to
x0.5 is shown in the figure. The coexistence properties
are seen to be insensitive to whether the simulations are per-
formed at constant volume or at constant pressure, the only
difference being that larger fluctuations in the averages are
generally observed under constant-pressure conditions. The
results are found to be fully consistent with those previously
reported.5,12 The bulk coexistence properties are not seen to
exhibit any significant dependence with N in the range of
thermodynamic conditions considered here. System-size ef-
fects, however, are expected to become significant as the
system approaches the critical point.
We show in Fig. 2 the fluid-fluid coexistence region of
the WR mixture in the activity-density plane, where a re-
sidual activity of species A is defined as zA
* =exp̃A, with
̃=−kBT ln	3 /3 being the relative chemical potential,
and where A
3 is the density of component A in the coex-
isting fluid phases I and II. The corresponding vapor-liquid
coexistence curve of the equivalent one-component pen-
etrable sphere model is also shown in the figure. From the
transcription relations 8–10, the liquid l and vapor v
densities are given by l=A
I and v=A
II, and the reduced
temperature T* follows from Eq. 10, where z̄A= v0 /3zA
*
with v0= 4 /33.
The variation of the pressure of the WR mixture
Pm
* =Pm
3 along the fluid-fluid transition line is depicted in
Fig. 3 in terms of the total density of the mixture * and the
activity zA
* . As expected, Pm
* tends assymptotically to * and
zA
* in the high-density regime, where the system is expected
to behave essentially as two immiscible ideal gases.
Though we did not probe the critical region, we use the
coexistence data obtained from simulations to estimate the
thermodynamic properties at the fluid-fluid vapor-liquid
critical point. The corresponding assymptotic behavior of the
order parameter and the diameter of the vapor-liquid coex-
istence curve pertaining to the one-component penetrable
sphere model are known to be given by l−v t and
l+v /2−c t1−
, respectively, where t=1−T /Tc is the
relative distance from the critical temperature Tc, c is the
value of the density at the critical point, and 
 and  are the
corresponding critical exponents. The exponent  is not to be
confused with inverse temperature. From relation 10, it fol-
lows that an appropriate thermodynamic field for the ather-
mal WR mixture is the activity z̃=z /zc−1 of one of the com-
ponents of the mixture, where z̃ is the relative distance from
FIG. 1. The fluid-fluid coexistence data of the Widom-Rowlinson WR
mixture in the density-composition and pressure-composition planes as ob-
tained from simulations in the semigrand canonical ensemble at constant
volume circles and at constant pressure triangles for systems of N=864
filled symbols and N=2000 open symbols particles. We show the total
reduced density *=3 of one of the coexisting phases and the reduced
pressure Pm
* =P3. The squares represent the critical pressure and density
critical composition xc=0.5.
FIG. 2. a The fluid-fluid coexistence curve and curve of rectilinear diam-
eters of the WR mixture in the activity-density plane as obtained from simu-
lations in the semigrand canonical ensemble at constant volume circles and
constant pressure triangles for systems with N=2000 particles. The relative
activity of species A is defined as zA
* =exp̃A, where ̃=
−kBT ln	3 /3 is the reduced chemical potential, and A
* =A
3 is the den-
sity of component A in the coexisting fluid phases. The filled symbol locates
the critical point. b The corresponding vapor-liquid coexistence curve of
the equivalent one-component penetrable sphere model. The reduced tem-
perature is defined as T*=kBT /. The filled symbol represents the critical
point. The continuous curves are drawn to guide the eyes.
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the critical activity zc. Using expressions 8–10 the appro-
priate assymptotic relations for the athermal WR mixture can
be summarized as
A − B  z̃,  − c  z̃1−
,
15
A − B   − c/1−
,
where =A+B is the total density, and c is its value at the
critical point. Only the eight points closest to the critical
point are considered to estimate the critical properties of the
WR mixture; for this calculation, we make use of Eq. 15
with =0.324 and 
=0.113.26 The resulting estimates for
the two system sizes considered here are included in Table I,
along with the critical properties of the penetrable sphere
model that follow from the transcription relations. Our esti-
mates of the critical properties of the WR mixture are con-
sistent with those obtained from the more accurate finite-size
scaling FSS technique. The values obtained here
for the critical activity, zc
*=0.938±0.014N=864 and
zc
*=0.940±0.009N=2000, are to be compared with the FSS
value zc
*0.9403 Ref. 16 and 0.93791±0.00004.19 We es-
timate the critical density to be c
*=0.746±0.004N=864
and c
*=0.749±0.003N=2000, while the reported values
are 0.762±0.016,12 0.748±0.002,16 0.759±0.019,5
0.7470±0.0008,17 and 0.7486±0.0002.19
In order to obtain an estimate of the critical pressure of
the mixture we first fit the values of the pressure obtained
from simulations along the demixing line to a virial-like ex-




*n with a1=1, and ex-





the critical activity obtained as explained earlier. We find
Pm
* c=0.973±0.012N=864 and Pm
* c=0.975±0.008




for the critical pressure of the one-component fluid of pen-
etrable spheres, where P*= P3 /. These values are fully
consistent with those that would be obtained from an ex-
trapolation of the saturated vapor pressures using the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation. These values are to be com-
pared with those obtained by Widom and Rowlinson3 for the




*= 3/e−1 /v0=0.0247 with a mean-field
theory. The corresponding values for the WR mixture within






The computation of the surface tension of the WR binary
mixture is now considered by calculation of the pressure ten-
sor in constant-volume or constant-pressure simulations of
the inhomogeneous system formed from two coexisting fluid
phases separated by an interface.
For a planar interface lying in the x-y plane, mechanical
arguments6 allow the surface tension  to be expressed in
terms of the local components of the pressure tensor as
=	−
 dzPNz− PTz, where PNz and PTz are the nor-
mal and tangential components, respectively, and z is the
distance from the interface. At equilibrium, PNz does not
FIG. 3. The fluid-fluid coexistence curve of the WR mixture in the a
pressure-density and b pressure-activity planes as obtained from simula-
tions in the semigrand canonical ensemble at constant volume circles and
constant pressure triangles for systems of N=2000 particles. The filled
symbols represent the critical point. The continuous curve is drawn to guide
the eyes and the dashed line represents the expected ideal-gas behavior at
high pressure.
TABLE I. The fluid-fluid critical properties of the Widom-Rowlinson WR mixture and the corresponding estimates of the vapor-liquid critical properties of
the one-component penetrable sphere model estimated from simulation in the semigrand canonical ensemble for systems containing N particles. The reduced
activity of one of the species, total number density, and pressure of the WR mixture are defined as z*=exp̃, where ̃=−kBT ln	3 /3, *=3, and
Pm
* =Pm
3, respectively. The reduced temperature, number density, and pressure of the penetrable sphere model are defined as T*=kBT /, 
*=3, and
P*= P3 /, respectively. The last row includes the corresponding predictions form a mean-field approximation Ref. 3.
N




* c Tc c
* Pc
*
864 0.93814 0.745644 0.97312 0.2554 0.372822 0.0095
2000 0.9409 0.748728 0.9758 0.2543 0.374414 0.0093
MF 0.6489 0.4775 0.7162 0.3679 0.2387 0.0247
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depend on z and corresponds to the equilibrium pressure P.
Thermodynamic arguments47 can be invoked to show that
=LzPN− PT, where the macroscopic averages of the ten-
sorial components PN and PT can be defined in terms of
appropriate derivatives of the Helmholtz free energy F as
PN = −  FVN,T,A, PT = −  FVN,T,Lz, 16
where Lz is the longitudinal dimension of the system, and
A=LxLy is the area of the planar interface. In a constant-
volume simulation, Lz is fixed and  follows from the com-
putation of the average values of PN and PT from virtual
volume changes within the mechanical approach.
In the case of binary systems, one can also consider an
ensemble characterized by a fixed value of the interfacial
area A and constant normal pressure PN equal to the pres-
sure of the mixture at coexistence, so that the longitudinal
dimension of the system Lz is a fluctuating quantity in the
course of the simulation. The surface tension can be com-
puted in this case as an appropriate average over the NPNAT
ensemble, the explicit expression being33,34
 = LzPN − PTV , 17
where PTV denotes the tangential pressure of a configura-
tion of the system of volume V=ALz. A derivation of this
expression can be obtained by considering the Gibbs free
energy G. For a system at constant applied pressure P, the
surface tension is defined as the thermodynamic derivative of
the Gibbs free energy with area,












where Q is the partition function of the system,48




− PV + FV .
19
Here, V0 is an arbitrary unit of volume that renders the par-
tition function dimensionless. In the above expression, FV
is the Helmholtz free energy of a configuration of the system
with volume V, where V=ALz. On differentiating Eq. 19
with respect to the interfacial area A, and recalling that PN






 dV− PNLz +  FVA Lz
exp
− PNV + FV
=PNLz +  FVA LzN,PN,A,T, 20
where the angular brackets denote an average over the





= Lz FVV Lz = − LzPTV . 21
Expression 17 follows after substitution of Eq. 21 into
Eq. 20. We recall that in Eq. 17 PN corresponds to the
input normal pressure, PTV to the fluctuating tangential
component of the pressure tensor of a configuration of the
system with volume V, and Lz to the fluctuating normal
dimension of the simulation cell.
All of the simulations for inhomogeneous systems re-
ported here are performed for an equimolar WR mixture. In
all cases, the simulation cell consists of an elongated box of
dimensions Lx=Ly L and LzL. In general, the initial con-
figuration is generated by placing NA molecules of type A
with random coordinates within the region defined by
0xi ,yiLx and  /2ziLz /2− /2i=1, . . . ,NA where
 is the molecular diameter. This defines the A-rich phase.
Similarly, the B-rich phase is generated by placing NB mol-
ecules of type B with random coordinates within the region
defined by 0xi, yiLx and Lz /2+ /2ziLz− /2
i=1, . . . ,NB. By employing standard periodic boundary
conditions in all three directions, this setup stabilizes two
planar interfaces perpendicular to the z direction under suit-
able thermodynamic coexistence conditions. Some simula-
tions are also initialized from the final configuration of a
previously equilibrated simulation at different thermody-
namic conditions to speed up the equilibration process. The
configurational space is sampled by considering the usual
Metropolis Monte Carlo scheme. Diffusion of the particles
throughout the system is achieved by performing particle
displacements and identity swaps,37,38 so that the overall
composition of the mixture remains fixed.
The simulations are performed in cycles, where 1 cycle
consists of N attempts to displace the molecules and between
250 to 500 identity swaps. Owing to the particular nature of
the interactions of the WR mixture, we find that the configu-
ration space is also appropriately sampled if rather than
swaps of particle identity one considers translational moves,
whereby the trial position of the particles is selected at ran-
dom within the simulation cell. Both schemes are found to
yield equivalent results. Simulations performed at constant
pressure include an additional step in which the volume of
the system is changed by varying the longitudinal dimension
of the box Lz while keeping the transverse interfacial area
constant. The simulations are carried out for systems of
N=1500 and 4000 particles. Once the system is equilibrated,
averages are collected over a total of 106 cycles for
N=1500 or 4106 cycles for N=4000. The simulation is
divided into blocks of length 5104 cycles and ensemble
averages are computed from the arithmetic mean of the cor-
responding coarse-grained or block averages. An estimate
of the errors is obtained as explained earlier.
In the constant-volume simulations, the dimensions of
the box are chosen such that Lz=3Lx and the surface tension
is calculated from
 = 12 LzPN − PT , 22
where the prefactor accounts for the existence of two fluid-
fluid interfaces in the system.
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The normal component of the pressure tensor PN is com-
puted with Eq. 14, with NAB representing the number of
A-B molecular pairs that overlap after a fictitious test vol-
ume perturbation in which Lz is changed to Lz−Lz at con-
stant transverse area A. A similar procedure is followed for
the calculation of the tangential component PT, where the
volume change involves now an isotropic change of the
cross-section area of the box A to A−A at constant Lz. In
the constant-pressure simulations, the surface tension is com-
puted using a similar expression, the only difference being
that PN= P is now fixed and corresponds to the external pres-
sure, and Lz is a fluctuating quantity. As a check of consis-
tency, the average value of PN is also calculated by determin-
ing the number of overlaps when the volume is changed. In
all cases, this average is found to be equal to the prescribed
input pressure within statistical uncertainties. The compo-
nents of the pressure tensor and the surface tension are cal-
culated every two cycles for the set of five values of the
volume change defined by V /V=−0.0025k, with
k=1, . . . ,5, and the instantaneous value is obtained from a
linear extrapolation to V /V→0.
The resulting values of the interfacial tension of the WR
mixture are included in Tables II constant-volume simula-
tions and III constant-pressure simulations. Statistical un-
certainties are generally found to be larger for the constant-
pressure simulations, where the volume of the system is
allowed to fluctuate. The computed values of the interfacial
tension are plotted in Fig. 4 in terms of the pressure of the
mixture. For the smallest systems of N=1500 particles, the
values of the surface tension obtained in the constant-volume
simulations cf. Fig. 4a are seen to be slightly, but system-
atically, smaller than those obtained from simulations at con-
stant pressure over the whole range of pressures considered
here. These differences are believed to be due to system-size
effects, which are expected to become more noticeable for
interfacial properties in comparison to what is found for the
bulk coexistence properties. This is corroborated by the fact
that the differences become vanishingly small when systems
containing N=4000 particles are considered, as can be ap-
preciated from Fig. 4b. One should bear in mind that the
main contributions to the surface tension arise from the small
spacial region over which the surface extends. These contri-
butions are thus expected to depend on the interfacial area A.
While the same value of A is used in our constant-pressure
simulations, different values of A are employed in the series
of simulations performed at constant volume.
TABLE II. Values of the reduced pressure Pm
* =Pm
3 and fluid-fluid surface tension m
* =m
2 of the Widom-Rowlinson mixture obtained from simulations
of the inhomogeneous fluid-fluid system at constant volume with N=1500 and N=4000 particles. The dimension of the simulation box are Lx=Ly =L and
Lz=3L. The error bars correspond to twice the value of the standard deviation of the block averages. 
*=2 / is the vapor-liquid surface tension of the




* * L / Pm
* m
* *
8.480 1.027011 0.0444 0.010510 11.759 1.02032 0.0364 0.008714
8.314 1.059210 0.0705 0.016112 11.529 1.05115 0.0564 0.01309
8.221 1.082414 0.0864 0.01949 11.400 1.07103 0.0725 0.016411
7.937 1.15778 0.1444 0.03018 11.006 1.14383 0.1294 0.02738
7.689 1.243210 0.2173 0.04206 10.662 1.22523 0.1963 0.03856
7.469 1.33539 0.2873 0.05155 10.357 1.31342 0.2683 0.04905
7.368 1.38356 0.3304 0.05717 10.217 1.35942 0.3034 0.05347
7.272 1.43246 0.3693 0.06175 10.085 1.40665 0.3403 0.05795
7.095 1.53386 0.4513 0.07035 9.839 1.50372 0.4193 0.06675
6.934 1.63825 0.5323 0.07764 9.615 1.60422 0.4963 0.07404
TABLE III. Values of the reduced fluid-fluid surface tension m
* =m
2 of the Widom-Rowlinson mixture obtained from simulations of the inhomogeneous
fluid-fluid system at constant pressure Pm
* =Pm
3 which also corresponds to the normal component of the pressure tensor and constant interfacial area A
=LL for systems containing N=1500 L=7.368 and N=4000 L=10 particles. Lz corresponds to the ensemble average value of the longitudinal
dimension of the simulation cell. The error bars correspond to twice the value of the standard deviation of the block averages. *=2 / is the vapor-liquid





* * Lz / m
* *
1.05 31.948 0.08011 0.0193 45.608 0.06222 0.0145
1.10 29.584 0.1178 0.025918 42.124 0.10613 0.0233
1.20 25.15916 0.1936 0.038812 37.15517 0.1849 0.037018
1.30 23.70414 0.2735 0.05049 33.63718 0.2638 0.048615
1.40 21.83414 0.3524 0.06027 30.9029 0.3395 0.05809
1.50 20.3139 0.4314 0.06886 28.7049 0.4189 0.066714
1.60 19.04910 0.5149 0.076813 26.86711 0.5037 0.075210
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In order to get a quantitative insight into the dependence
of the interfacial tension with the area of the interface
A=L2, we also undertake a series of simulations of the WR
mixture with the transverse dimension L varying in the range
4L /10. The simulations are run at a constant pressure
Pm
* =1.5, and the total number of particles is chosen such that
N=32L /2. The behavior of  with L is expected to be of
the form26,28







where L is the surface tension of the finite-size system,  is
the corresponding value in the thermodynamic limit, and B
and C are unknown constants. Following the procedure de-
scribed in Ref. 26, we omit the last term in Eq. 23 and
extrapolate the simulation data for different system sizes us-
ing the single extrapolating variable 1 /L2. For a reduced
pressure of Pm
* =1.5, we find B /21.566 and 
*
=0.4034. The latter value is to be compared with the values
0.4314 and 0.4189 obtained for systems containing N
=1500 L /=7.368 and N=4000 L /=10 particles, re-
spectively see Table III. Our values of the interfacial ten-
sion appear to be consistent with but slightly lower than
those obtained by Malijevský and Sokolowski20 in their re-
cent study. An additional series of simulations are performed
to analyze any possible dependence of the computed values
of the interfacial tension on the longitudinal dimension of the
simulation cell Lz. The simulations are carried out at constant
pressure of Pm
* =1.5 and a fixed surface area A=LL with
L=10 for varying numbers of particles ranging from
N=2000 average Lz15.15 to N=4000 average
Lz28.74. No particular dependence of  on Lz is found
for the systems considered here within statistical accuracy of
the simulation results.
The variation of the interfacial tension of the WR mix-
ture with the relative activity zA
* is shown in Fig. 5. The
surface tension of the vapor-liquid interface of the isomor-
phous one-component penetrable sphere model is determined
from Eq. 13. The corresponding values are included in
Tables II and III and are shown in Fig. 5 in terms of the
reduced temperature, where the latter follows from the tran-
scription relation 10.
The asymptotic behavior of the surface tension in the
neighborhood of the vapor-liquid critical point is known to
be given28,49 by  t2, where 21.26 is the correspond-
ing critical exponent. According to Eq. 15, the appropriate
asymptotic relations for the interfacial tension m of the
athermal WR mixture are thus expected to be given by
m  z̃2, m  A − B2/, m   − c2/1−
.
24
The direct simulation of the inhomogeneous system, how-
ever, is not the most appropriate technique to probe the criti-
FIG. 4. The reduced surface tension m
* =m
2 of the WR mixture as a
function of the reduced pressure Pm
* =Pm
3. The data are obtained from
direct simulation of the fluid-fluid interface for systems of a N=1500 and
b N=4000 particles. Data are included for simulations performed at con-
stant volume circles and at constant pressure triangles. The filled sym-
bols represent the critical point.
FIG. 5. a The reduced surface tension m
* =m
2 of the WR mixture as a
function of the activity zA
* =exp̃A of component A of the mixture as
obtained from constant volume circles and constant pressure triangles
simulations of the fluid-fluid interface for systems of N=4000 particles. b
The corresponding vapor-liquid surface tension *=2 / of the penetrable
sphere model as a function of the reduced temperature T*=kBT /. The filled
symbols represent the critical point.
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cal region; the width of the interface diverges as the system
approaches the critical point and the interface exhibits in-
creasingly sluggish fluctuations. A full analysis of the behav-
ior of the surface tension in this region would instead require
the application of more sophisticated simulation approaches
involving finite-size scaling techniques in combination with
appropriate algorithms that alleviate slowing-down effects
expected in the critical region. The analysis of the critical
region is out of the scope of this work and is not undertaken
here.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we address the major issues involving the
simulation of the surface tension associated with the fluid-
fluid interface of the Widom-Rowlinson binary mixture. The
fluid-fluid coexistence properties are examined first by per-
forming simulations in the semigrand canonical ensemble at
constant volume or at constant pressure. We pay particular
attention to the dependence of the coexistence properties on
the pressure. This magnitude is usually ignored in related
studies of athermal mixtures. For systems characterized by
hard interactions such as the WR mixture the pressure can
be easily obtained in constant-volume simulations by com-
puting the average number of molecular overlaps that occur
in the system under a virtual decrease of the volume of the
system. The results obtained from constant-volume and
constant-pressure simulations are seen to be fully consistent,
and they do not exhibit any size dependence for the range of
thermodynamic parameters considered here. The use of the
appropriate transcription relations allows us to examine the
vapor-liquid coexistence properties of the equivalent one-
component penetrable sphere model from the fluid-fluid co-
existence properties of the WR mixture. The extrapolation of
the coexistence properties to the critical region by using the
appropriate asymptotic relations provides rough estimates of
the thermodynamic properties of the critical point. These are
found to be fully consistent with those obtained from a more
rigorous analysis based on finite-size scaling techniques.
As for the calculation of the surface tension, we follow
the standard virial mechanical route that relates the interfa-
cial tension with the relevant components of the pressure
tensor in a direct simulation involving the coexisting fluid
A-rich and B-rich phases. This approach is appropriate for
an accurate computation of the components of the pressure
tensor. This is indeed the case in our simulations, in which
both components are determined with a large degree of ac-
curacy. For constant-volume simulations, the microscopi-
cally averaged normal and tangential tensorial components
are determined from the average number of molecular over-
laps under virtual volume changes that decrease the longitu-
dinal and transverse dimensions of the simulation cell, re-
spectively. In the case of constant-pressure simulations, the
normal pressure is fixed from the outset and one need only
calculate the average tangential component. Both routes are
found to yield consistent values of the surface tension as
long as the system or, more precisely, the interfacial area is
sufficiently large. The dependence of the surface tension on
the system size is examined for a single state point, from
which we infer that the computed values of the surface ten-
sion for the largest systems considered here overestimate the
values in the thermodynamic limit by about 3%. As ex-
pected, we find that the values of surface tension are more
sensitive to the tangential relative to the interface dimen-
sion of the simulation than they are to the longitudinal di-
mension provided the latter is large enough so as to prevent
direct interactions of the two interfaces. Our approach is
clearly not appropriate to gauge the surface tension in the
vicinity of the critical region, but can be used with confi-
dence over a range of conditions far from the critical region.
More sophisticated techniques based on a finite-size scaling
analysis are clearly better suited for studies of the critical
behavior.
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